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Persistent’s Machine Learning-Powered Customer Service 
Acceleration Solution

Customer service is one of the most critical factors in ensuring customer retention 
and loyalty and is a vital cog for a successful business. But customer service agents 
are often overwhelmed with a high volume of customer requests and confused 
customers, and unanswered customers can mean lost business. 

Agents end up spending tons of time trying to wade through information 
repositories, knowledge articles, FAQs, and wikis to come up with the right answer 
that addresses the customer’s issue. Meanwhile, the customer has to wait just as long 
for an answer — with customer satisfaction plunging lower each passing minute.

Persistent’s customer service acceleration solution 
shortens issue resolution time and pathways with 
Amazon Kendra-powered search on Salesforce.  
It enables higher agent productivity and reduces  
their learning curve by empowering them with  
precise recommendations in the form of answers  
to FAQs, knowledge articles, and other customer 
insights in the all familiar Salesforce environment. 

The solution elevates customer satisfaction by 
enabling customers to quickly resolve issues  

all by themselves. Customers merely need to enter  
a question or a phrase and the solution performs  
a search across multiple repositories to rapidly get  
the most relevant information to handle the  
customer issue. 

The solution helps you tackle common, repetitive 
issues without involving your agents, reducing their 
pressure and freeing them up to focus more difficult 
customer requests and upselling.

Slow customer response time 
leading to poor customer 
satisfaction.

Time-consuming process for agents 
to look up the right information to 
solve customer issues.

High customer and agent 
attrition.

Enhanced service agent 
productivity with issue 
resolution recommendations 
and answers within Salesforce

Improve customer satisfaction 
with self-service within 
Salesforce knowledge 
communities

Get more value from  
Salesforce investments
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How It Works

Salesforce

Knowledge articles, case details, agent 
details, account details, etc.

Connectors for Salesforce, SharePoint, S3, Confluence, etc.

Search (AWS Kendra) Index Secure search API

Service Agent Assist App/
Case Deflection Package 
[Salesforce Service Cloud/
Community Cloud]

File storage (e.g., AWS S3)

Knowledge articles, product specifications,  
FAQs, etc.

Portal (e.g., Microsoft SharePoint)

Notes and documents, knowledge articles, list 
items, task, warranty info, calendar items, etc.

Wiki (e.g., Confluence)

Knowledge article, attachments, blog post, 
comments, etc.

Embedded within Salesforce Application Lighting Experience

Query Workflow

Faceted Filling (Navigation)

Suggested Answers

Search Box
Matching 

FAQs
Search Results [1…N]

Sort
Hyper-linked Title 
Snippet Metadata

Pagination



Customer Story: Salesforce Knowledge Accelerator  
for a Leading Insurance and Financial Services Company

Challenges
\  Product and customer 

information spread across 
silos

\  Slow customer response 
time leading to low customer 
satisfaction

\  Low agent productivity due  
to an inability to quickly find 
the right information

Solution
\  Implemented the customer 

service acceleration solution 
for Salesforce

\  Delivered a single cognitive 
search interface that returns 
highly relevant information 
and answers within the 
Salesforce environment

\  Enabled self-service for 
common, repetitive issues

Outcomes
\  33% reduction in time spent 

finding the right information

\  Higher agent productivity  
and faster customer  
response time

\  Increased up-sell and  
cross-sell conversions with  
the right recommendations

\  Personalized account 
management and improved 
customer satisfaction

Reduce the pressure on your customer service agents and improve customer satisfaction. Request Demo
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About Persistent
We are a trusted Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization partner, combining deep technical expertise and industry experience to help our 
clients anticipate what’s next. Our offerings and proven solutions create a unique competitive advantage for our clients by giving them the power to 
see beyond and rise above. We work with many industry-leading organizations world-wide including 14 of the 30 most innovative US companies, 
80% of the largest banks in the US and India, and numerous innovators across the healthcare ecosystem. Our company fosters a values-driven and 
people-centric work environment. Our strength of over 22,500+ employees is spread over 18 different countries across the globe.

India
Persistent Systems Limited
Bhageerath, 402
Senapati Bapat Road
Pune 411016
Tel:  +91 (20) 6703 0000
Fax:  +91 (20) 6703 0008

USA
Persistent Systems, Inc.
2055 Laurelwood Road, Suite 210
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel: +1 (408) 216 7010
Fax: +1 (408) 451 9177
Email: info@persistent.com

www.persistent.com

https://www.persistent.com/services/data-and-analytics/#sectionContact

